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Natural State Transformations* 
SUAD ALAGI• 
Elektrotehni~ki fakultet, 71000 Sarajevo, Yugoslavia 
The concept of generalized a sequential machines in arbitrary categories i developed 
in the paper. The change in viewpoint from the previous studies comes from the 
appropriate choice of a monoidal category. Thus a monad, rather than a monoid in the 
category of sets, becomes the crucial notion of this development. By reexpressing the 
old notion of a generalized sequential machine, a concise framework is developed that 
easily yields results on, for example, bottom-up and top-down tree transformations. 
Transformations, i.e., maps that change the underlying structure, rather than sequential 
machines, are emphasized and natural state transformations are defined as certain 
generalized morphisms of monads. On this basis, a duality theory for direct and 
inverse state transformations is developed, which lays bare the relationship between 
the two models of finite state (tree) transformations mentioned above. 
INTRODUCTION 
The objective of the research reported in this paper was to generalize the study 
of finite state mappings on trees to categories other than the category of sets, to 
provide the appropriate notion of a monoid that will play the role of an ordinary 
monoid in the category of sets and to investigate in this general framework the nature 
of the duality for which a good example is top-down and bottom-up finite state 
transformations on trees. 
The general state mappings introduced here are natural transformations called 
state transformations. Engelfriet's deterministic bottom-up tree transformations and 
Thatcher's generalized ~ sequential machine maps become realizations of our two 
general dual concepts, direct and inverse state transformations. The nature of this 
duality is explicated and proved through the categorical notion of adjoints. The 
material presented grew to a great extent from the Arbib-Manes categorical utomata 
theory, but the interest here is shifted to morphisms which need not preserve the 
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underlying structure (e.g., in mapping strings, they need not be length-preserving, 
el. generalized sequential machines) and of which sequential machines are a particular 
case .  
We propose the notion of a monad, i.e., a monoid in an endofunctor category, 
as a natural structure for investigating the properties of these models. This in par- 
ticular provides the basic algebraic structure for the theory of tree processing and 
solves the problem of pretheories posed in the literature. 
The use of categorical language in the paper led to quite different proof techniques 
in which certain universal properties are used rather than a classical scheme of 
mathematical induction. We believe that this is of interest to automata theorists 
in its own right and that it tells us a lot about the true nature of induction in a con- 
ventional theory. 
The paper is organized in three sections. In the first, expository, one an attempt 
has been made to provide a choice of relevant material from category theory and 
categorical automata theory, and a number of examples important o the theory 
of machines and transformations. The second and the third sections deal with direct, 
respectively inverse, state transformations, and contain a number of theorems and 
examples about the two models and the relationship between them. 
1. MACHINES, MONADS AND ALGEBRAS 
A category C is a collection of objects, A, B, C,..., together with two functions, 
as follows. 
(i) A function assigning to each pair (A, B) of objects aset horn(A, B) of morphisms 
with domain A and codomain B. 
(ii) A function assigning to each triple (A, B, C) of objects of C a function 
horn(B, C) • horn(A, B) -~ horn(A, C) 
called composition. For morphisms g: B --~ C and f." A --+ B, this function 
is written as 
(g,f) --~g .f. 
The composition is associative, i.e., for h: C --* D, g: B --+ C and f: .4 --+ B 
we have 
h.  (g - f )  -~ (h "g) -f. 
Moreover, for every object A of C there exists a morphism 1x: A --+ A, 
called identity, such that for f: A -+ B and g: C --~ .4 we have 
1,4 "g =g,  f "  1A ----f- 
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I f  C and C'  are categories, a functor F: C --* C '  is a pair of functions: an object 
function and a mapping function. The object function assigns to each object A of C 
an object FA of C';  the mapping function assigns to each morphism f:  A --* B a 
morphism Ff: FA - .  FB of C'. These functions satisfy the following requirements. 
F1A = lvA ,  
F(g . f )  -~ fg  . Ff. 
The basic algebraic structure in string processing is Xo*, the free monoid on a 
set X o of generators, where X 0 is an alphabet. We can reexpress the ordinary definition 
of a monoid using the above terminology in such a way that it will help us discover 
what the appropriate notion of a monoid is in a more general situation, for example 
when processing trees. A monoid (M, o, e) can be defined as a set M together with 
two functions, the multiplication and the identity 
I~ :MxM- -*M,  ~7:1 ---~ M, 
where I = {1} is one-element set. The associativity and identity axioms may be 
expressed in terms of commutative diagrams as: 
(M x M) x M ~ 31x  (M x M) ~x~, M x M 
MxM " ,M  
1 X M ~• MxMl iUx"  MX 1 
M 
t.~,e Pl and P2 are the obvious isomorphisms, and/~ and ~ are defined as if(x, y) = 
x o y and ~(1) ~ e. Chasing the above diagrams in elements we get 
xo(yoz)  =(xoy)  oz, eox=x=xoe,  
which shows that the given definition is the familiar one. The new definition is given 
with respect o the cartesian product functor 
Set • Set -~ Set, 
where Set denotes the category of sets (i.e., objects are sets and morphisms are 
functions). Here Set • Set denotes a category with objects pairs of sets and 
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morphisms pairs of functions. The cartesian product functor mentioned above 
sends a pair of sets into their cartesian product. 
For two functors F, G: C --~ C '  by a natural  transformation r: F -~  G we mean 
a family of morphisms ~-A: FA -~ GA of C', one morphism for each object A of C, 
with the property that given any f :  A --~ B in C the following diagram commutes. 
72/ 
A FA  , GA 
B ,B ~ GB 
The (vertical) composition of natural transformations i defined componentwise, 
i.e., if T: F -~ G and a: G ~-~ U are natural transformations, where F, G and U are 
functors C --~ C', their components for each object C of C define composite morphisms 
c~C-~-C = (a.  ~-)C which are the components of a transformation a ' , :  F -~ U. 
It  is easy to show that a - r is natural and that this composition of natural transforma- 
tions is associative (cf. [14, p. 40]). So we define the category C c to have objects 
functors C -+ C and morphisms natural transformations. 
We can define a functor similar to the cartesian product functor Set • Set -~ Set: 
(A, B) -+ A • B as follows. 
C c • C c -~ C c 
T K TK  
1I 
K TK  
TK (1.1) 
where T, T, K and K" are functors (objects of CC), TK and TK denote composition 
of functors and the above diagram commutes ince ~ is a natural transformation. 
To see this, observe that for every A E C the diagram (1.t) has the form 
KA TKA ~KA ~ ~'KA 
KA TKA ~ TKA 
which corresponds to the definition of naturality. 
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The mapping function of the functor defined in (1.1) is called the horizontal com- 
position (of natural transformations) (cf. [14, p. 43]). 1 A monoid defined with respect 
to the horizontal composition functor is called a monad. 
DEFINITION (1.2). 
(i) A monad (T, 71, I t) in a category C consists of a functor T: C --~ C and two 
natural transformations 
~: I c -~ T, ~: TT -~ T 
(where I c is the identity functor) which make the following diagrams commute. 
tiT ~T T~ 
TTT  § TT  IT  , TT  , T I  
tt 
TT  ~- T T 
The left diagram is called the assodativity axiom; the right the unitary axioms. 
(ii) Let (T, V, It) and (T, 7,/~) be monads in C. By a morphism (T, ~?, tz) --,- (T, 7, ~z) 
of monads we mean a natural transformation 9: T -~ T such that 
T TT  ~ T T ,  I 
T TT  ~ T T~ I 
(1 .4 )  
The reader is invited to compare the arrow-theoretic definition of an ordinary 
monoid given before with (1.2)0) and to formulate, as an exercise, the arrow-theoretic 
definition of monoid homomorphism and then compare it to (1.2)(ii). Monoids 
and their homomorphisms constitute a category, as do monads in C and their 
morphisms. 
There is a monad in Set associated with any monoid. ~ In particular, if X 0 is an 
alphabet, the monad associated with the free monoid X0* is defined by 
T--~--~ - -  X Xo*  
t~: - • )Co* • Xo* -~ - • )Co* 
( - ,  ~o, ~' )  ~ ( - ,  ~ ' )  
,/: I -~ - -  x Xo* 
- --~ ( - - ,A )  
1 The category Set equipped with the functor • is a monoidal category. The category C c 
together with the horizontal composition functor is a strict monoidal category (cf. [14, pp. 157- 
158]). These notions are not essential for understanding the paper. 
2 This follows from the fact that every set S can be viewed as the functor -- X S. 
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where A is the empty word. Clearly, the above definitions satisfy (1.2)(i). Further- 
more, if X0* is replaced by an arbitrary monoid S, not necessarily free, it is clear 
how a monad can be formed this way. 
Much of the research reported in this paper was motivated by the theory of tree 
processing as a formal model of language translation. That's where we find another 
example of a monad. Let Z be a ranked alphabet, i.e., a set 2: together with a finite 
relation r _C Z • N called the ranking relation. I f  r(a, n) we say a has rank n and 
we denote Zn = {a: r(a, n)}. Let Z be a set of variables. The set Tz,z of finite Z-trees 
on Z generators is a subset of {2: u {[ , ]} U Z')*, where Z'  = {<z): z ~ Z}  and  we 
assume that {[ , ]}, {{ , >), Z and Z are pairwise disjoint. 
Tz. z is defined inductively as follows. 
Z'  u Z o C_ Tz.z, (1.5) 
a ~ Z,~ and tt .... , tn E Tz .z  ~ a[tl ..... t~] ~ Tz .z .  
o[t 1 .... , t,] is interpreted as the tree 
(7 
/ \  
tl "'" tn 
Define a functor T: Set--~ Set to have the object function TZ-~ Tr, z (i.e., 
T sends a set Z to the set of finite Z-trees on Z generators) and the mapping function 
defined inductively by: 
f :Z--- -~U, 
T f ( f z ) )  = (f(z)5, (1.6) 
Tf(a[tl  ,..., tn]) = a[Tf(tl),..., Tf(t,)], 
i.e., "If simply relabels each z e Z with f ( z )  e U. Here we denote (z)  e Tz,z as a 
tree, to distinguish it from the variable z e Z. 
The tree monad over Z consists of the above functor T (called the tree functor) 
and the natural transformations ?/and/z where ~/: I -~ T is the inclusion of generators, 
defined on elements as 
~Z: z --* (z>. 
TTZ is a set of Z-trees on generators which are Z-trees on Z generators. 
izZ: TTZ ~ TZ  removes one (outer) level of brackets, so that for example if 
t ~--- a t t l  = aa t~ = c 
/ \  / \  
a 2 (q> a (z> 
/ \  
<t.) <q> 
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then 
t~Z(t) = ~1 
/ 
o 3 
/ \  
a 
/ \  
~Y2 ~Y3 
\ / \  
c a (z )  
(z) 
It  should be obvious that (1.2)(i) is satisfied, but this fact can be also carefully proved)  
DEFINITION (1.7). 
(i) I f  (T, ~7,/z) is a monad in C, a T-algebra (A, h) is a pair consisting of an object A 
of C (the underlying object of the algebra) and a morphism h: TA -+ A of C (the 
structure map of the algebra) such that 
Th nA 
TTA ~ TA A ~ TA 
h 
TA ~ A A 
(1.8) 
The first diagram is called the assodativity axiom and the second the unitary axiom. 
(ii) A morphism f: (A, h) ~ (A', h') of T-algebras is a morphism f: A --~ A' of C 
which renders commutative the diagram 
h 
TA ) A 
k. l '  
TA'  , A '  
(1.9) 
With the above definitions T-algebras and their morphisms constitute a category, 
denote it C r. 
For the monad associated with a monoid, T-algebras are precisely monoid actions. 
In particular, for T ~ --  X Xo* we get the following. Let (Xo, Q, 8, Yo, A) be a 
sequential machine where Yo .__aQ x X o --~ Q, x o and Yo are input and output 
alphabets, respectively, Q the set of states and 3 and A the next state and the output 
functions, respectively. 8 can be extended to 8": Q x Xo* -+Q inductively by 
8*(q, A) = q and 8*(q, wx) = 3(3"(q, w), x). 
3 We comment about his at the end of the paper. 
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PROPOSITION (I.10). 
Proof. We have to show that 
Q "Q, Q x xo* 
Q 
(Q, 6.) is a T-algebra, for T = -- • Xo*. 
6*X1Xo* 
QxXo* XXo*  , 'QXXo*  
l "Q ~" 3" 
QxXo*  >Q 
Chasing the above diagrams in elements we obtain familiar formulas from automata 
theory: 
3*(q, A) = q, 3*(q, ww') = 3"(3"(q, w), w'). | 
A Z-algebra is a pair (A, 6) where _// is a set, called the carrier of the algebra, 
6:27/1 -+ A is a function and Z' is a ranked alphabet which can be interpreted as a 
functor Set --+ Set defined on objects as ZA = {(r[(ax),... , (an) ] : a ~ 27n, r(a, n) and 
al,..., an ~ A}. For f:  A -+ A'  set 
Zf: 27A -+ 273' 
: ~[(al),..., (an)] --~ ~[<f(al)) ..... ( f (a , ) ) ] .  (1.11) 
Functoriality is easy to check. A homomorphism f: (-4, 3)--~ (A', 3') of Z-algebras 
is a function f :  A --~ A' such that 
ZA ~ A 
27A' , A '  
For ~ ~ 270 we write 8o for 8(~[A]). Z-algebras and their homomorphisms constitute 
a category, denoted 27-Alg. 
PROPOSITION (1.12). 
h: Tz.a-+ A by 
Let T be the tree functor over Z and (A, 3) a Z-algebra. Define 
l~ ,  if to = ~Zo,  
h(t~ = if  t o = (a>, a~,A  
h(a[t 1 ..... t~]) = 3(a[(h(ta) ) ..... (h(t,))]). 
Then the pair (A, h) is a T-algebra. 
The reader can check that the unitary and the associativity axioms for T-algebras 
are satisfied. 
We now introduce a category that will play an important role in our development. 
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DEFINITION (1.13) (Arbib-Manes [1]). Let X: C -+C.  The category Dyn(X) 
is defined to have as objects pairs (Q, 3) where Q is an object of 12 and 3: XQ -+ Q 
a morphism of 12. A pair (Q, 8) is called an X-dynamics (dynamics, for short). A 
morphism f: (Q, 3) --+ (Q', 3') of dynamics (dynomorphism) is a morphism f: Q -+ Q' 
of 12 such that 
6 
XQ >Q 
lx f  a. 1/ (1.14) 
xp '  " f2" 
For sequential machines Yo ,__a Q x X 0 --~+ Q we would have X = -- X X 0 and the 
category of dynamics would simply have as objects (Q, 8) where 8: Q x X 0 ---, Q. 
The category Dyn(X) is the category of X-algebras defined previously. 
DEFINITION (].15). An adjunction (F, U, ~/,r A- -*B consists of a pair of 
functors F, U where A ~---~ B and a pair of natural transformations (called unit 
and counit, respectively) 
~7:1A -~ UF, r FU-~ I B 
such that the (triangular) identities 
U .v> UFU FUF <F. F 
1N~u lU, l+V t~/  (1.16) 
U F 
hold. 
It is well known (Mac Lane [14, pp. 78-81, Theorem 2, part (ii)]) that the above 
statement is equivalent to the statement that for every object A of A there exists 
a pair (FA, 71A ) where FA is an object of B and 71A: A -+ UFA is a morphism of A 
with the following universal property: For any other such pair (B,g) where B is 
an object of B and g: A -+ UB is a morphism of A, there exists a unique morphism 
f: FA -+ B of B such that Uf " ~A ~- g as in the diagram: 
~A 
A , UFA FA 
UB B 
(1.17) 
Such a pair (FA, ~A) is said to be free over A with respect o U. F is said to be a 
left adjoint to U and U a right adjoint to F. 
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Observe that the above statement establishes the bijection ~ which sends every 
FA _+I B to A ---~g UB. It follows from the Yoneda proposition [14, pp. 59, 78-81] 
that ~ is, in fact, a natural equivalence and one can show that it has the form 
~(f)  -~ Uf . ~A, 
r = ,B  . Fg. 
(1.18) 
Following the Arbib-Manes approach [1] we introduce the following fundamental 
definition. 
DEFINITION (1.19). X: C -+ C is called an input process if the forgetful functor 
U: Dyn(X) --+ C, which sends (Q, 3) to Q, has a left adjoint, i.e., there exists a functor 
F: C--~ Dyn(X) such that there is an adjunction 
(F, U, ~7, e): C -+ Dyn(X). 
Denote UF: C ~ C by X @ and we have (according to (1.17)) that a dynamics (Q', 3') 
and f: Q ~ Q' determine a unique morphism ~b of dynamics uch that 
Q ~,X@Q XX@Q ~~ 
, + + 
O" 
Q' XQ'  ,9 '  
(1.20) 
(X@Q, izoQ) is called the free dynamics on Q. 
The followilag lemma relates monads and adjoints and is, in fact, a standard 
theorem [14, p. 134]. 
LEMMA (1.21). An adjunction (F, U, 7, e): A---~ B determines a monad (UF, 7, UeF) 
in the category A. 
Proof. From the triangular identities (1.16) putting F behind in the first diagram 
and U in front in the second one we get the unitary axioms for the monad 
( UF, 7, UeF). The diagram 
FUFU F~ , FU 
FU ~ I 
(1.22) 
57z/zo/2-8 
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is just the definition of horizontal composition (1.1) and commutes because ~ is a 
natural transformation. Putting U in front and F behind in the above diagram we get 
UF(UeF) (UF)(UF)(UF) , (UF)(UF) 
& (Ur U~F ~ Ur 
(UF) (UF) -  , (UF) 
(1.23) 
the associativity axiom for the monad (UF, 71, UeF). | 
The above lemma constructs a monad in C for any input process X (cf. (1.19)) 
which is one of the reasons why the concept of input process is important for this 
development. Observe/x = UEF: X@X @ --~ X @ in this case. 
For ordinary sequential machines we know that X = -- x X 0 and X @ = -- • Xo*. 
It is easy to conclude then that the monad constructed from Lemma (1.21) in this 
case is exactly the familiar monad associated with the free monoid X0*. The diagrams 
that prove the existence of a free dynamics (Q • Xo*, tx0Q) for any set Q are 
Here 
Q ~,Q•  QxXo*•  o "~176215 
I + + + 
6' 
Q' Q '•  ,Q '  
(1.24) 
~o: - x Xo* x X . -~ - x Xo* 
( - ,  w, ~) ~ ( - ,  w~) 
Chasing the diagrams in elements we get 
r A) = f (q), ~b(q, wx) = 8'(~b(q, w), x). 
The above equations determine the dynomorphism ~ inductively and uniquely as 
~b(q, w) = (8')*(f(g), w). 
The free Z-algebra on Z generators i  a pair (Tx.z,  3") where 3" is defined inductively 
as 
$ 0" = ~r, for a~27o, 
8"(~[(ta>,..., (t,~}]) = o[q ,..., t,]. 
The functor X becomes also an input process because of the existence of the above 
Z-algebra for any set Z of generators. (Tz.z, 8") has the following universal property. 
(Observe T as defined before is equal to UF.) Any Z-algebra (A, 3) and an assignment 
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f" Z --~ A of values in A to the variables in Z determine a unique Z-algebra homo- 
morphism ~b (Tz.z, 8")-+ (A, 8). This becomes clear chasing the diagrams below 
in elements 
~Z 8" 
Z , T~,z T~,z , T~,z 
I v , I v 
8 
A ZA *A  
~b((z)) - - f (z ) ,  ~(~r[t 1 ..... t,]) = 8(a[(r , (r 
(1.25) 
We see that this is essentially the same inductive definition as the one in (1.24). 
So what we have here is the adjunction Set ~+~--t~ 27-Alg whereF sends a set (of variables) 
Z to (Tr.z, 8") and U is the forgetful functor, sending a Z-algebra (A, 3) to the 
underlying set A. 
2. DIRECT STATE TRANSFORMATIONS 
In this section we introduce, using the language developed so far, some quite 
general models that give as particular cases generalized sequential machines, deter- 
ministic finite state (tree) transformations and tree automata. To provide enough 
intuition, we first work out in detail the particular case of generalized sequential 
machines. 
Let (Xo, Q, 8, Yo, A) where I1o* +__a Q x x o __~8 Q be a generalized sequential 
machine (g.s.m.) (cf. [11, p. 93]). (The following theory thus applies to sequential 
machines, for which A: Q • X o -+ Yo, as a special case.) 8 and A can be extended 
to 8*: Q x Xo* ---~Q and A*: Q / Xo*-*  Yo* inductively as follows (w ~ Xo* , x ~ Xo). 
8*(q, A) = q, a*(q, A) = A, 
(2.1) 
a*(q, wx) = 8(a*(q, w), x), a*(q, ~x) = a*(q, w) a(a*(q, w), x). 
The category Set can be embedded into the category Set s*t via the full and faithful ~ 
functor 
Q -•  
9' -xO '  
(2.2) 
The mapping function of a functor F: A --~ B assigns to each f : A --~ A'  in A a morphism 
F f  : FA  -+ FA '  and so defines a function Fa.a, : horn(A, A') -+ hom(FA, FA') ,  f --+ Ff. Then F 
is full when every such function is surjective, and faithful when every such function is injective. 
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This passage says that sets are representable as functors and functions as natural 
transformations. In this spirit, we redefine a g .s .m,  by saying that a g .s .m,  mapping 
is a natural transformation 
T:- -  •  XXo~- -  • Yo* xQ 
( - ,  q, x) -~ ( - ,  a(q, .), a(q, .)). 
(2.3) 
Just as in (2.1), we may extend r to a natural transformation 
~: - x9  • x0*~-  x v0* x g 
( - - ,  q, w) --* (-- ,  A*(q, w), 3*(q, w)) 
inductively by the formulae (omitting dashes) 
(2.4) 
e(q, A) ---- (A(q, A), 3(q, A)) = (A, q), 
~(q, ~.) = O*(q, w) z(a*(q, w), x), a(a*(q, w), x)). 
However, for our general theory, it is more instructive to note that this definition 
is captured in the commutative diagrams below where (T, ~,/z) and (T,-7/,/2) are 
monads associated with free monoids Xo* and Yo*, respectively, 
n( -  x g) 
- -  xQ , -xQxXo*  
- XYo*Xg 
- x Q x xo* x x .  ,~  o) 
I ~'x Ixo II. 9 (-  x Yo*) 
- x Yo* x g x Xo , - x Yo* x Yo* xg  
From (2.5), we may easily deduce the commutativity of 
- x9  XXo*  xXo*  
~ X 1Xo, 
- X Yo*  x Q. x Xo*  
u(- x Q) 
9 (-  x Yo*) 
, - x Yo* x Yo* x9  
, - x9  xxo*  
.~x IQ ~' 
, - xYo*xQ 
(2.5) 
, - xQ xx .*  
, - -  X Yo*  X p 
(2.6) 
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for in elements we get 
-~(~,, ~w') = O*(q, w) a*(8*(q, ~), ~'), **(~*(q, w), w')), 
and since 
~(~, ww') = (a*(q, ~,,'), ~*(q, ww')), 
this reduces to the familiar formulas 
a*(q, ww') --- a*(q, w) ;~*(8*(q, w), w'), 
**(q, ww') = **(~*(q, w), w'). 
Even if we replace the free monoid Yo* by an arbitrary monoid M',  (2.5) still makes 
sense. Moreover, in the combined diagram formed from the last diagram and part I 
of (2.5), we may also replace Xo* by an arbitrary monoid M to obtain 
X Q ,~(- x Q) -- , - -xQxM 
- -xM'•  
•  •215 , ( -•  -- , , - -xQxM 
[,~• (~xlo).',(- • l" 
- -xM'xQ• , - -xM'xQ 
(2.7) 
We call any -~ which satisfies these diagrams a direct state transformation. In the 
case M = Xo*, it is clear that ? can be obtained as the extension of some,  by (2.5) 
(with M '  replacing Yo*). In this case e will be called a direct state transformation 
on a free monad. With this change of viewpoint, generalized sequential machines 
can be placed in a much more general framework to which we now turn. 
First, observe that a functor X: C -* C determines a functor X.: C c --~ C c defined 
to be just the composition with X. From this remark follows immediately the 
following. 
THEOREM (2.8). I f  X is an input process in C then 2(. is an input process in C c. 
Proof. Observe first that objects of Dyn(X.)  are pairs (F, A) where F is a functor 
C --~ C and z~: XF~+F is a natural transformation. For (/7, 2) and (F', A') objects 
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of Dyn(X.) a morphism ~: (F, A) ~ (F', A') of Dyn(X.) is a natural transformation 
~: F -~ F '  such that 
A 
XF ~ F 
XF' ~ F' 
It follows from (1.17) that given any functors F, F':  C ~ C, natural transformation 
XF' ,v , --~ F , and a natural transformation F __~I F', there exists, for any Q in C, 
a unique morphism ~bQ of C, X@FQ __.so F'Q such that 
FQ ~FO X@FQ XX@FQ "~ ~ X@FQ 
f~Q I I i I so IX~o I to 
+ + + 
A" O 
F'Q XF'Q - - -~ .  F'Q 
(2.9) 
To prove that (X@.,/~0) is a free dynamics in Dyn(X.) we need only check that ~b 
is a natural transformation. The outer diagram below 
fQ 
9 I 
FQ ,FQ X| OQ , F'Q 
FQ' , X@FQ' , F'Q' [ to , [  
/Q" 
(2.10) 
9 
Q, 
commutes by f  a natural transformation a d I. by ~/natural. Therefore II. commutes 
preceded by ~FQ. Now observe that from/~0 and A' natural transformations we have 
XX@FQ ,oFQ_+ X@FQ XF'Q ~'o , F'Q 
XX~FQ' , X@yQ' xY:9' ~'~ F 
UoFQ ' 
(2.11) 
This means that all morphisms in II. are dynamorphisms, and so are the two com- 
posites 
F'g.r 
(X@FQ, I~oFQ) - -  ~ (F'Q', A'Q') 
r 
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All told, on the basis of (2.10) we have the commutativity of 
nFO 
FQ > X@FQ 
n "~0 r X@Fg 
F'O' 
(2.12) 
Since (X@FQ, ~oFQ) is a free dynamics from (1.17) we have that ~Q" X@Fg = 
F'g 9 #Q which means that I I .  commutes and therefore ~b is natural. | 
DEFINITION (2.13). A direct state transformation on a free monad s consists of the 
following. 
(i) X, an input process in C. The corresponding monad (X @, 7/,/~) will be called 
the input monad. 
(ii) (T, 7,/2), a monad in C (the output monad). 
(iii) Q, an object in C c (the state functor). 
(iv) r: XO -~ QT, a natural transformation (the output morphism). 
Bearing in mind the motivating diagram (2.5) we may extend r to "~ as follows. 
PROPOSITION (2.14). The diagrams:  
Q ~Q ~. X~Q XX@Q ,oO , X@Q 
QT XQ~ ,r ,QT~ o~ ,QT 
define uniquely a natural transformation (the state transformation) -~: X@Q ~ QT. 
Proof. I. and II. define -~ as the unique dynamorphic extension (X@Q, tzoQ)--* 
(QT, Qfi 9 rT) of Qr the previous theorem). | 
5A free monad is defined according to (1.17) with respect to the forgetful funetor 
U: Mon c -~ C c where Mon c Js the category of all monads in C and Usends a monad (2, ,/, #) 
in C to the functor T: C -~ C. The concept of free monad will be dealt with in (2.34). 
6/~0 is natural in view of X@ a functor. 
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LEMMA (2.15). 
~: X~.  X*  as 
we have 
I f  we define the inclusion (of generators, to be explained later) 
x~ 
X , XX@ 
X~ 
XQ ~o, X*Q 
QT 
(2.16) 
(This diagram provides the natural expression for the first step of the inductive 
extension (2.14) of r to ~.) 
Proof. 
Q xr~ , OQ ~oQ ,x@Q 
XQn ~ 4_ 
I v. 1 
(2.17) 
In this diagram, I. and I I I .  commute by the definition of ~ (2.14), IV. by r natural, 
I I .  by the definition of ~ and V. is the unity law for (T, ~,/2). Therefore the whole 
diagram commutes. | 
As a particular case (C = Set)  of our general model we get deterministic bottom-up 
finite state (tree) transformations [9]. A bottom-up tree transformation is a 5-tuple 
(~', Q, r, Q, Q0) where X and ~ are ranked alphabets, Q is a set of states, Qo a set of 
final states 7 and r is an output function. Denote with Z = {z 1 ,..., ze ,...} a set of 
The set of final states is the set of "accepting" states in the sense that automata and language 
theorists usuaUy use it. 
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variables and define Zk ---- {zl, z2 ,..., z,} so that Z o = ~. Then r is specified by 
a set of rules of the form 
a[(za , ql)(z,~. , q~) ... (z , ,  , q,)] --, (t, q), (2.18) 
where a e Zn,  zii e Zk ( j  = 1,..., n), t e T~,z,,  qi, q eQ. In particular, for n = O, 
a e Z' 0 and identifying a[A] with a, we have a rule of the form 
~ (t, q), 
where 
t e T~.z  = T~ . 
The condition (2.18) is just a condition for r to be a natural transformation in the 
following sense. With the notation introduced in (1.5), (1.6) and (1.11) let TZ ---- Tz,z 
and TZ ~- Ta.z and we have 
rZ: ~(Z  • Q) --+ (TZ) • Q, (2.19) 
which can be extended in a unique fashion to 
~Z: T(Z • Q) --~ (TZ) • Q, (2.20) 
according to (2.14) which gives the following diagrams. 
~(Z x 0) 
Z x Q - -  ~ 'T (Z•  
(Tz) x 9 
ZT(Z  • Q) ~,o(z• ) T(Z • Q) 
IZ';'Z rTZ __  I I .  ~Zxlo l'tZ 
.~,((TZ) x Q) ~ (TTZ)  x Q 9 (TZ) x Q (2.21) 
I. says e((z, q>) = ((z>, q) and II. (hard to chase in elements with elegance) is the 
inductive xtension whose first step is defined by (2.16) 
Z(Z x Q) r215 , T(Z x Q) 
9 z ~  t ' z  (2.22) 
(Tz) x Q 
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which says e(t) = r(t) if t = a[<z~l, ql) "'" ( z i . ,  q.)] (one level tree). A particular 
component of ~ is of most interest to the theory of treetransformations, namely 
the one for Z = ~.  In this case we get (with Tz, z -~ Tz) 
-c ;~: Tz ~ Tn x Q. (2.23) 
These mappings are of great importance. We'll give one example of a bottom-up 
tree transformation and discuss one application. Let 
2o = {a}, Z~ = {~, a}, 
no = {c}, n l  = k},  n2 = {w}, 
Q = {q}, 
and consider the transformation specified by the set of rules: 
1. ~[<z, q)] ~ (w[<z),  <z>], q); 
2. a[Cz, q)] -+ (c[(z)], q); 
3. a -* (c ,q ) .  
Given a tree ~r[a, a] we map it to the pair (w[c[c], c[c]], q) as follows. 
G O" Or 
I rule 3. rule 2. 
a , a , (c,  q) 
1 I 
a <c, q> c 
rule 1. 
w, q 
/ \  
C C 
I 
r C 
One immediate application of the theory of treetransformations is in the translation 
of formal languages. Let G = (VN,  VT,  P, S )  be a context-free grammar, where 
P_CVu •  +. Here Z= VNuVT and the ranking reIation is r= 
{(o, length(w)): (a, w) ~ P} u VT • {0}. For 2 defined this way the set of derivation 
trees of the grammar G will be a subset V C Tr. , = Tz of the set of Z-trees free 
of variables. Given another grammar G' = (Vu', Vr', P ' ,  S'), denote ~ = V~' u Vr' 
defined as above. A mapping e: Tz -*  Ta specifies the translation of the language 
L(G) into the language L(G') in the following way. First define the frontier function 
fr: Tz -~ Zo+ inductively as 
i f (a)  : ~, if ~r~Z0, 
fr(a[t x .... , t.]) = fr(ta) "" fr(t .) .  
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This function just reads of the sequence of terminal abels of a tree. Now the trans- 
formation -~: Tr  --+ Ta and a set V_C Tr determine a relation O? _C Z'0+ • g20+ defined 
by 
pe = {(fr(t),fr(~(t)): t e V}. 
p~ is called a translation relation, which is going to be a function if the grammar G 
is unambiguous, i.e., i f f r  [v is injective. 
Tree automata form a particular class of bottom-up finite state transformations. 
In this case 
~: Tz--* Tz • Q 
and the natural transformation ~-is specified by the rules of the form 
~[<z,1, ql) ' <z, . ,  q.)] ~ (~[<Z,l>,..., <z,.)], q), (2.24) 
which means that it does not change the input tree. I f  -~(t) = (t, q) and q e Q (the 
set of final states) we say that the tree t is accepted. This unconventional but natural 
definition can be found in a different framework in [9] and generalized according 
to (2.14) in a straightforward way. 
We now turn to the general concept of a direct state transformation ( ot necessarily 
on a free monad) motivated by diagram (2.7). 
DEFINITION (2.25). Let (T, 7,/~) and (T, 7,/2) be monads in a category C, and 
Q a functor C --~ C. By a direct state transformation of the above monads we mean 
a natural transformation 
~: T9 -~ 9~ 
such that the following diagrams commute. 
•Q /zO 
Q -~TQ TTQ- -  , TQ 
QT TQT '~ , QTT  9;, , QT 
(2.26) 
A state transformation is pure if Q is the identity functor. Notice that then r T -~ T 
is simply a morphism (T, *7, ~) ~ (T, 7,/2) of monads. 
We must now verify that our intuition from (2.5) and (2.6) is in fact valid, and 
that our terminology is thus justified. Before proving the next result we need some 
more explanations and another theorem. 
From classical automata theory we know that to (Q, 8) corresponds a unique 
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X~'-algebra, namely (Q, 3*). The diagrams that define 3* inductively and uniquely 
have the form 
and they say 
Q ,~O,Q X2(o* Q x xo* • x o ~,og ,Q x Xo* 
Q Q• ~.Q 
(2.27) 
3*(q, A) = q, 3*(q, wx) = 3(3"(q, w), x). 
Denoting with Set x@ the category of X+-algebras, the above passage is in fact a 
functor Dyn(X) -+ Set x| A much more general form of the above passage is proved 
in the next construction. 
THEOREM (2.28). Define K: Dyn(X) -,- C x@ on objects as 
K: (Q, 3) --* (Q, 3@Q), 
where 3r ~- U E (Q, 3) and ~ is the counit of the adjunction C ~----~ Dyn(X)from 
(1.19). Then the mapping function of K can be defined in such a way that K is in fact 
a functor. 
Proof. Observe that from (1.16) and (1.17) taking g ~- 1 o and B = (Q, 3) we 
get that 3@Q is the unique dynamorphic extension (from the free dynamics on Q 
generators) of the identity function. We call it the run morphism of (Q, 3). Thus 
Q , x~g 
x~o ln@g (2.29) 
Q 
which gives the unitary axiom of (Q, 3@Q). The diagram below 
UFU~(Q,~) 
UFUFU(Q, 3) , UFU(Q, 8) 
~ UeFU(Q,~3) ~ Ue(Q ,~) 
U~(Q ,~) 
UFU(Q, 3) , U(Q, 3) 
commutes by the definition of horizontal composition (1.1). With p~Q = UeFU(Q, 3) 
(Lemma (1.21)) and UFUe(Q, 3 )= X@3@Q observe that the above diagram is 
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just the associativity axiom for (Q, 8@Q), which completes the proof that (Q, 8@Q) 
is an X@-algebra. The mapping function of K is well defined since 
XQ 9__, 9 X| ~| , Q 
~xf~f impl ies~X@f  ~Y 
~" ~'@0" 
XQ' " 9' X@Q' " 9' 
The second diagram commutes by ~ a natural transformation, 3 |  UE(Q, 3) 
and 8'@Q = UE(Q, 3'). Following this procedure for X-algebras we get h = 8| 
in (1.12). | 
THEOaEM (2.30). The direct state transformation on a free monad e: X@Q ~ QT 
is a direct state transformation: (X@, ~7, P) ---> (:F, r 
Proof. Diagram II. in (2.14) defines e as a morphism (X@Q, txoQ) --+ (TQ, Q/2 9 ~-T) 
in Dyn(X.). Using (2.28) we'll find the corresponding diagram of X@-algebras 
morphism. Firstly observe that in 
QT .Qr X~QT XX~QT 
QTT XQTT 
QT XQT 
uoO~" , X@QT 
I l I. ~r 
,rT 9 QTTT Qr, r QTT" (2.31) 
w. IQr~ v- lo~ 
9 T - -- Q/Z 
, QTT - 9 QT 
I. and III. commute by (2.14). II. is the unitary law for (T, ~/,/2) and V. the asso- 
ciativity law of the same monad. IV. commutes by ~- natural. The two outer diagrams 
in (2.31) say (see (2.28)) that the run morphism ofQ/2 9 ~-T is Q/2- ~T. Since/~ = (tz0)@, 
which can be easily established, and we leave it to the reader, we have that in fact 
the functor K in (2.28) does the following. 
(X~Q, t~oQ) --+ (X| tzQ); (QT, Q/2. ~-T) --+ (QT, 9/2" eT). 
Therefore, according to (2.28) we have that 
XX@Q u"Q 9 X@Q x@X~Q uo 9 X~Q 
XQT ~r , Q~ o__~ QT x@QT 7r , Qi"T O~ , QT 
(2.32) 
which completes the proof. | 
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In the case of bottom-up finite state transformations we get the result dual to 
Thatcher's (cf. [21, p. 353]) but expressed properly in terms of monads and not 
the monoids in Set which Thatcher calls pretheories. The diagram that corresponds 
to (2.32) (right) in this case is 
~(Zx Q) 
TT(Z • Q) , T(Z • Q) 
T((TZ) • Q) ,rz TTZ x Q r, zxio TZ • Q 
Observe that the above diagram is the extension (by induction) of I I .  in (2.21). 
(2.33) 
such that 
such that + 9 ~ = ~- as in the diagrams below: 
X ~ ~ rt 
7 X@ X@X@ ~ X@ X|  ~ I 
(2.35) 
We remark that our construction for the case Q = I reduces to the one of Barr [6]. 
Observe that (2.34) says that both the monad of - -  • X0* and the tree monad are 
free, the first one on -- • X 0 generators and the second one on 27 generators. 
In (1.10) we proved that X0* can be viewed as a monoid of actions on the set 
of states Q. Actions of this monoid are precisely (Q, 3"), i.e., - x X0* algebras. 
We would like to be able to recover (T, ~7,/z) as a monoid which acts on the state 
functor. But T-algebras are not quite monad actions (cf. [14, p. 170]) which are 
defined as follows. 
DEFINITION (2.36). 
(i) An action of a monad (T, ~, t~) in C on a funetor Q: C ~ C is a natural trans- 
formation 
v: TQ -~ Q 
TTQ "Q-~ TQ Q "Q~ TQ 
v 
TQ , Q Q 
COROLLARY (2.34). (X@, ~1, t~) is a free monad on X generators. 
Proof. Take Q = I (identity functor) in (2.14), (2.15) and (2.32) (right). According 
to (2.14) we have that given any other monad (T, ~,/2) and a natural transformation 
~-: X ~ T there exists a unique morphism -~: (X@, ~7, k0 --+ (T, ~,/2) of monads 
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(ii) A morphism ~: v -+ v' of monad actions is a natural transformation ~: Q ~ Q' 
such that 
v 
rp. , Q 
v '  
TQ' , Q' 
PROPOSITION (2.37). /1 direct state transformation -~: (T, 7,/L) ~ (/, 11, ll) is 
precisely an action of the monad ( T, ~1, tz) on the state functor Q. 
Proof. First observe that ! (the identity functor) together with two identity 
natural transformations indeed constitute a monad. The proposition follows im- 
mediately from (2.25) and (2.36). | 
In a more general situation we have the following. 
PROPOSITION (2.38). A direct state transformation +: TQ-~QT determines the 
action Q~ " eT  of the monad (T, ~7, i~) on the functor QT: C --~ C. 
Proof. Follows from the commutative diagrams below: 
QT ~Qr TQT TTQT ,~o~ , TQT 
reT  , QTTT O r, QfT  
e T TQT , QTT  , QT  
Commutativity can be easily checked comparing to (2.31) and taking into account 
(2.25). | 
Denote with U r the forgetful functor Cr--+ C which sends a T-algebra (.4, h) 
to the underlying object _4. Theorem (2.39) below is essentially a theorem due to 
Dubuc (cf. [8, p. 62]). 
THEOREM (2.39). There exists a one-to-one correspondence between direct state 
transformations ~: (T, 7,/z) -+ (I, Ix, ll) and liftings Q: 
C r 
Q 
C ,12  
of the state functor. 
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Proof. Direct state transformation ~: ( T, B, /L) --+ (/, I i ,  ll) is the action -~: 
TQ -+ Q. Given this + define Q(A) =- +A: TQA -+ QA which is clearly a T-algebra. 
Conversely, given a lifting Q: C --~ C r we have that Q(A) = TQA -+ QA is a T- 
algebra for every object A of Q, so it is in fact an action TQ --~ Q of (T, 7, t L) on Q. 
DEFINITION (2.40). Let T, K, L, Q and S be functors C -+ C and 
~: TQ-~ QK, 
~: KS  ~ SL 
direct state transformations. Define the composite transformation /5* +: T(QS)-:~ 
(QS)L 
TQS ,9KS  
QSL 
THEOREM (2.41). The composition of direct state transformations as defined in 
(2.40) is a direct state transformation. 
Proof. Let +: TQ -~ QK and/5: KS ~+ SL be direct state transformations, where 
(7, 7/,/z), (K, r (L, ~/,/d) are monads. Then their composite is 
* fi = T(QS) --~ (QS)L 
QS "gs9 TQS- -  
~ i  I" l '~S 
OKS 
1.10# 
OSL +- 
~*~ T(O*~) 
(~,~)L 
,Os 
-- TTOS , TQS-  
TQKS III. t'S 
TQSL v. QKKS 
QKSL 
~ O~L 
-+ OSLL 
I "~SL /QK5 
IV. 
QS~" 
Qy, S 9 QKS ~,, 
9 QSL ,-- 
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In the above diagrams, I. and I lL  commute since ? is a direct state transformation, 
II. and IV. commute because/5 is, too. Finally, V. commutes by horizontal composi- 
tion. ] 
The above composition is dearly associative and we can define a category whose 
objects are monads and morphisms direct state transformations. 
The following construction is interesting not only for category and homotopy 
theorists (cf. [15, 17]), but also for our later comparisons and theorems related to 
the model of transformations which is dual to the one we are investigating now. 
It turns out that a direct state transformation ~: TQ-~ QT allows us to define a 
lifting of the state functor Q to the category of T-algebras in the sense of the following 
definition. 
DEHNITION (2.42). Let (T, 7/,/z) and (T, 4,/2) be monads in a category C, Q a 
functor C ~ C, and C r and C r the categories of T and T-algebras. By a lifting of Q 
we mean a functor ~): C ~' --~ C r such that 
CT 0 ~ Cr  
Q 
C ,C  
(2.43) 
where U 7' and U r are standard forgetful functors sending a T-algebra (A, h) into 
the underlying object A. 
THEOm~M (2.44). Given monads (T, ~7, #) and (T, 4, ~) in the category C, there 
is a 1-1 correspondence between direct state transformations ~: TQ-:~ QT and liftings 
~): C r ~ C r of Q to the categories of algebras. 
Proof. 
and h is the composite in 
TQA ~ QTA 
Q2 
Let -~: TQ -~ QT be given, then Q: (A, h) ~ (A, h) is defined by : A = QA 
(2.45) 
Here (AT, ~/) is an object in C ~" and we have to prove that (A, h) is an object in C r. 
57I/iO/2-9 
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We get the unity law for (A, h) from 
h (2.46) 
observing that I. commutes by ~ a direct state transformation, II. by (2.45) and III. 
is just the unity law for (A,//). We get the associativity axiom for (A, h) from the 
diagram 
Th 
TT~)_~ r~:r TQT.~ Te~ TQA 
III. 
~g rQ2 
Q~/1  ezt; , QTA VL 
, Q~d o~ , QA , 
V. "l 
h (2.47) 
observing that I., V. and VI. commute by the definition of Q, III. by -~ a direct state 
transformation, II. by -~ natural, while IV. is the associativity law for (z/, 1~). Con- 
versely, given a lifting O of Q we have by (2.43) Q(Y/, h) -~ (Q/i, h(A, h)) where 
h(_~, h) is clearly natural since Q is a functor. Define now e: TQ -~ QT for each A as 
TQ.~ rQ~I > TQ TA 
Q~Wi 
(2.48) 
Observe that (T_/i,/2J) is a T-algebra, which is immediate (check the diagrams!) 
from the fact that (T, 7,/2) is a monad. Then we can show that in fact e is a direct 
state transformation. Firstly, in the diagram 
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QA noa TQA-  
QT/t nora TQTA llI. 
lOT~II. ~ h ( T.~ff ,~.,ff ) 
QTA 
9 ~r (2.49) 
I. commutes by ~ a natural transformation, I I I .  by the definition of + and II. is the 
unity law for (QTA, h(TA,/2A)). Therefore, the whole diagram commutes and this 
gives us axiom I. in (2.25). Furthermore, we observe that in 
T'tA +Zff 
TTQ_~ TTQ.~.g TTQTA Th(rA,aA) TQTA< v. > TQTTA h(rrA,arA) QTTA 
~O~/ III. ~OTX IV. [ TQtrA VI. ~O~g ~ h(Tg,r,A) 
TQA TOO.,~ > TQTA h(r.g,afl) , QTA t~ > QT_~ 
VII. T 
I., II., and VII. commute by the definition of r I I I .  by/z a natural transformation, 
IV. is the associativity axiom for (QTA, h(TA,/2A)) and V. has the form 
- TO.;~Z4 
TQTA , TgTTA 
TO1 r,~ =IT~ 1 TQ~-~ 
TQTA 
and commutes by the associativity law of (T, ~,/2). Finally, VI. commutes by h 
a natural transformation, which can be seen drawing VI. in the appropriate way. 
To prove that the two passages are inverse to each other, we proceed as follows. 
Let ?: TQ-~ QT be a direct state transformation. Then the corresponding lifting 
Q is defined by ~(A, h )= (QA, Qh. +A). In particular, we have ~(TA,/AA) = 
(QTA, Q~A" eTA). For Q defined this way the corresponding direct state trans- 
formation is Q~A . +TA " TQ~A = Q/2A " QT~A " +A = Q(~A " T~A) " ~-A = ~_~, 
i.e., the original one. 
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Conversely, given the lifting Q, the corresponding direct state transformation 
is defined by ~A = h(T J , /2A) .  TQClA. For this transformation the lifting Q' is 
given by O'h = Qft " ~A = Oft .  h(T.J, ~ I )  9 TQClA = h(d,  h) 9 TQIi . TQ~A = 
h(A, ft). TQ(ft .  ~A)  = h(A, h) = Oft; so Q' = O indeed. I 
3. INVERSE STATE TRANSFORMATIONS 
In this section we develop a model which is dual to direct state transformations. 
A natural way to get an intuitive feel for the nature of this duality seems to be by 
studying a particular case, Thatcher's generalized 2 sequential macl-fine maps (cf. [21]), 
which we will call top-down finite state transformations (f.s.t.). One would intuitively 
think that top-down f.s.t, are dual in some sense to bottom-up f.s.t, studied in the 
previous section. We investigate this more carefully, and show that the nature of 
this duality is adjointness. Moreover, there is no reason for restricting ourselves 
to the category Set of sets. 
We first give the definition for top-down f.s.t, and invite the reader to go back 
to the example of bottom-up f.s.t, for comparison. The proofs and the justifications 
will be given in a general framework following the brief exposition of this particular 
case. 
A top-down finite state transformation is a 5-tuple (27, Q, % t2, qo), where 27 and g2 
are ranked alphabets, Q is the set of states, q0 ~ Q is the initial state and ~- is the output 
function specified by the set of rules of the form 
(cr[<zil>,..., <zin>], q) --* t ~ To.zk• (3.1) 
where ~r ~ Xn, z~j E Z k ( j  = 1,..., n), q r Q. 
In particular, for a ~ 27 o we have a rule of the form 
(,r, q) --+ t E Ta.~• = Ta . (3.2) 
One checks easily that this is a condition for ~ to be a natural transformation under 
the substitution of variables (cf. (1.6) and (1.11)). So dually to (2.19) and (2.20) 
we have 
rZ: (SZ)  • Q -:-,- T (Z  • Q). (3.3) 
Observe that --  • Q has a right adjoint via ~et~ _ +~-(-)o-~-•176 Set where ( _ )o  is the functor 
sending each set A to the set A ~ of all functions with domain Q and codomain A 
and each function f: A --* B to the functionfO: A o ~ B o which sends every g e A ~ 
to the compositef  9g ~ B ~ 
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rZ can be extended 
this extension are (compare Thatcher [21, p. 352]): 
to 9Z: (TZ) • Q ~ T(Z • Q). The diagrams that define 
Z • Q ,z• lo  (TZ) • Q (XTZ) • Q uoz• 10 , (TZ) • Q 
T(Z • Q) T((TZ) • g) f,z , TT(Z x Q) gtz• T(Z x Q) 
(3.4) 
The first diagram says 
diagram dual to (2.22) in the case of top-down f.s.t, has the form 
(z~Z) X Q ~:Z• (TZ) X Q 
,~z  ,L 'z 
2(z x 9) 
~(<z), q )= <z, q> and the second how to proceed. The 
(3.5) 
The above diagram defines the initial step of the inductive extension of r to ~ and 
says 
~(t, q) = r(t, q), if t = a[<zil>,..., <zi,~>]. 
A particular component of r and e is of most interest and that's the one for Z = s~. 
In this case we get 
~Z:  Tz xQ-~ To.  (3.6) 
We conclude this introduction by giving an example of a top-down finite state trans- 
formation. 
X o = {a, b), 271 ---- {a, b}, X 2 = {o} 
f2 o -~ {c, d}, Q~ = {c, d, w), Q = {q}. 
1. (o[<zl)<z~) ], q) --* w[<zl, q)]. 
2. (a[<~)], q) ~ c[<~, q>]. 
3. (b[<z~>], q) --~ d[<zt, q>]. 
4. (a,q)--*c. 
5. (b,q)---~d. 
This definition of T has the following pictorial representation. 
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o, q go b, q d 
. 
a, q c 
/ /~  4. (a, q) ----~ c
5. (b,q)-->d 
So for example, given a pair (o[a[b] b[a]], q) we map it into a tree w[c[a]] in a sequential 
manner following (3.4) and (3.5) as follows. 
o, q 
/ \  
<a> <b> 
I I 
b a 
gO gO 
rule 1. l rule 2. j rule 5. 
, (a ,  q> , c 
I I 
b <b, q> 
gO 
I 
d 
From the above example the reader can see why the transformation is called top- 
down. The "state marker" q is moved from the top of the tree being processed to 
its bottom, whereas in the case of bottom-up transformation it is the other way 
around. 
With this intuition in mind we can now turn to more general considerations. 
DEFINITION (3.7). An inverse state transformation on a free monad consists of the 
following. 
(i) X, an input process in C. The corresponding monad (X@, 7,/z) is called 
the input monad. 
(ii) A monad (T, ~/,/2) in C, called the output monad. 
(iii) Q: C -+ C, the state functor, with the property that Q has a right adjoint Q" 
(iv) r: QX =~ TQ, a natural transformation (the output morphism). 
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Just as in (2.14), we may extend w to e: QX@ ~ TQ. To establish this extension 
we need two standard categorical results. The proofs for both can be found in [14, 
pp. 101, 136, respectively]. 
LEMMA (3.8). Given two adjunctions (F, U, ~7, E): A --~ B, (zY, ~, ~, ~): B ~ C 
the composite functors yield an adjunction 
(FF, UU, UqF . .1, ~ . F,U): A ~ C. 
LEMMA (3.9). I f  (T, V,/~) is a monad in C, then the set of all T-algebras and their 
morphisms form the category Cr. There exists an adjunction 
(F r, U r, *1r, Er): C ---, C r 
in which the functors U r and F r are given by the respective assignments 
(A, h) A A (TA, t,A) 
(A', h') A' A' (TA', t~A') 
while *iT = .1 and Er(A, h) -~ h for each 
by this adjunction is the given monad (T, '1, tO. 
Now we can prove the following. 
T-algebra (A, h). The monad defined in C 
THEOREM (3.10). The diagrams: 
Q Q", Qx* QXX~ Q~" , Qx~ 
fQ fQx| ~" , TTQ ~o - - - -  ) TQ 
define a unique xtension of the output morphism r: Qx  -~ TQ to a natural transformation 
~: Qx| -~ TQ called the state transformation. 
Proof. From the properties of adjoints (1.18) and the existence of an adjunction 
(Q, 9 ,  .1", ,'): c ~ c 
postulated in (3.7) we conclude that to ~-: QX-~ TQ corresponds a unique natural 
transformation 6(~-)= p: X-~Q'TQ.  The bijective passage (1.18) in fact maps a 
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natural transformation to a natural transformation. Denote L -~ Q 'TQ.  Then by 
(3.8) and (3.9) the two adjunctions 
(Q, Q-, ~?., e.): c -+ c and (F, U, ~,/2): C -+ C • 
o p 
c c c r  
Q" t? 
give the composite adjunction 
(PQ,  Q'Lr, Q'ClQ " ~1", ~ . F , 'U ) :  C --+ C r. 
By (1.21) the monad determined by this adjunction is (L, ~7', td) where 
- - - -  t 
L = Q" UFQ,  rl = Q'~qQ'~r, 
(3.11) 
tz' = Q 'UdFQ,  ~' = ~ " F~.U.  
p: X -~ L determines a unique/5: X@ ~ L according to the diagrams below 
I '~-~ X~ XX@ uo ) X@ 
pL I.~" 
L XL  ~ LL  ~ L 
(3.12) 
Let the desired ~ in (3.10) be r ) ~ cTQ "Qt5 as in the diagram below 
9"T9 O9"TO "w, T(2 
X~ Qx~ 
(3.13) 
where ~ is the bijection (cf. (1.18)) determined by the adjunction (Q, Q', ~', e'): C ~ C. 
Diagrams (3.12) are equivalent to 
L# t~" 
L LX@ ~ LL  ) L 
(3.14) 
by horizontal composition (1.1). The proof of (3.10) consists of showing that the 
diagrams in (3.14) correspond exactly to the diagrams in (3.10) via the bijection 4. 
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This means that to every inverse state transformation on a free monad there corre- 
sponds a pure direct state transformation on a free monad. The reader not interested 
in details can safely skip the rest of the proof. 
We first show that ~-a(7' ) = ~Q. According to (1.18) we have 
Q.TQ 9f2"T9 ,.to T9 
y ,. %,, / 
x 9 
By (3.11) 7' ---- Q'~IQ "7". In the diagram below 
-~QQ.TQ ,.to_,. TQ 
T T QQ'wQ I. WQ ~.Q 
QQ'Q , O 
- -Q  
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
I. commutes because E" is a natural transformation and II. is one of the triangular 
identities in (1.16) which E" and '7' satisfy being a counit and a unit, respectively, 
of the adjunction (Q,Q', 7", ( ) :  C ~ C. The above diagram and (3.15) together 
prove that q~-x(~,) = {Q. Furthermore, 6 is not simply a bijection, but a natural 
equivalence (cf. [14, p. 78]) which in particular means (cf. [14, p. 79, formula 4, 
and p. 78, diagram 2]) 
(3.17) 
(Q 
(QX@ " ,-1 , 9 TQ) , (x~ ,9"TQ)  
Qn 9 r 
,9x~ '~9) ,  (I " x |  " 9 , P'~9) 
where 7* and (QT)* denote the composition with 7, respectively, QT. All told, to 
the diagram I. in (3.10) corresponds via q~ the diagram I. in (3.14). 
Following the similar procedure we have that 
(QXX@ eu0 , Qx@ " , TQ) , (xx@ ,o X@ , , L). (3.18) 
Finally, the formula dual to (3.17) (cf. [14, p. 78]) gives us the following. 
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rX@ "T': _ _ ~O 
(QXX@ , TQX@ , TTQ , TQ) 
t; 1 
(xx@ ~@, Q.TQX~ o. 9 f2"~TO o. ,o Q'TO) 
(3.19) 
But we can easily establish that Q'~,Q" Q'Te = i ~' "L~ by the following simple 
calculation which takes into account (3.11) and (1.21). 
Q'/2Q . Q'Te = Q~Q . Q'T(a'TQ . Q~) = Q/2Q . Q'TE'TQ . Q'TQ~ 
= Q'/2Q. Q'TE'TQ .L~ = Q" U~FQ. Q'UFE'UFQ -L~ 
= Q'u(~. Ft" U) FQ. L~ = Q" U~'FQ. L~ = t*" Ls 
This means that (3.19) reduces to 
ox@ 
XX@ 
L~ /*" 
LX|  , LL  ~ L) 
~r (3.20) 
(QXX@ , TQX@ , TTQ , TQ) 
Diagram (3.20) together with (3.18) complete the proof that every path of the 
diagrams (3.14) are mapped by r into the corresponding paths of the diagrams in 
(3.10), which thus completes the proof of the theorem. I 
Theorem (3.10) in particular says that to every top-down f.s.t, corresponds a 
pure bottom-up transformation, which is not a treetransformation anymore, in the 
sense that its codomain is not the set of trees but the function set (Ta.z• ~ 
The assumption that Q has a right adj oint allowed us to uniquely extend r: Qx-~ TQ 
to -~: Qx@ ~+ TQ. But if we have ?: QT _z+ TQ available, we do not need this assump- 
tion, nor do we have to require the freeness of the input monad, hence the definition 
following. 
DEFINITION (3.21). For (T, ~7,/~) and (T, 4,/2) monads in C and Q: C -+ C, an 
inverse state transformation of the above monads is a natural transformation 
+: QT --~ TQ 
such that 
On Q~ 
Q , QT QTT , QT 
TO TQT r. . T~O ,o . TQ 
Just as in the case of direct state transformations, we have the following. 
(3.22) 
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PROPOSITION (3.23). The inverse state transformation 9: QX@ -~ TQ on the free 
monad is an inverse state transformation (X@, 7, t z) ~ ( T, r #). 
Proof. Following the same strategy as in (3.10) we prove that r maps the diagram I.
below into the diagram II. 
QX@X@ Qu u , QX@ X@X~ , X~ 
TQX( ~ r, - - ~o ,," 
- , TTQ , TQ LL , L 
(3.24) 
Indeed, using the same argument as for (3.20) we prove that 
(QX~X|  ,x@_~ TQX@ r, , TTQ ~Q , TQ) 
(x |174 ~x| LX@ LO_+ LL "" 9 L) 
(3.25) 
and similar to (3.18) we have 
(QX@X@ ~ " , TQ) - , . (X@X@ " , X@ ~ ,L )  (3.26) 
So since II. in (3.24) commutes, o will I., which completes the proof. | 
In the case of top-down tree transformations (3.23) gives the result hat corresponds 
to Thatcher [21, p. 353, Lemma 6.7]. The diagram for that case is 
(TTZ)  • Q uz•176 , (TZ) • Q 
7"((TZ) • Q) r~z , TT(Z  • Q) ~(z• T (Z•  
Compare this to (2.33) which is the exact dual of the above diagram. 
DEFINITION (3.27). Let (T, V,/~), (K, ~/,/2), (L, V ' , / )  be monads in C and let 
9: QT  :+ KQ, 
~: SK  ~.  LS  
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be inverse state transformations. Define the composite transformation 
/5 * ~: (SQ)T -~-L(SQ) 
SQT s~_~ SKQ 
LSQ 
THEOa~M (3.28). The composition of inverse state transformations as defined in 
(3.27) is an inverse state transformation. 
Proof. Let e: Q T-z+ KQ and /5: SK-~LS be inverse state transformations. 
Then their composite/5,  ~ = (SQ)T-~L(SQ) satisfies the axioms in (3.21)which 
can be seen from the commutative diagrams below. 
sO~ 
SQ , SQT 
\ SK9 
~I'.l,o 
LSQ ~--- 
(O*r 
L(#*~) 
SQ~ 
SQTT ) SQT 
? l 
SKQ T hi. s~ 
_---+ LSQT v. SKKQ 
LSKQ xv. 
I LpQ t~" SQ 
) LLSQ 
, SKQ 
, LSQ 
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In the diagrams above I. and III. commute since e is an inverse transformation a d 
II. and IV. because j5 is, too. Finally, V. commutes by horizontal composition. I 
For the next theorem we need the following standard result. 
LEMMA (3.29). Given a monad (T, ~, tz) in a category C, consider for each object 
A ~ C a new object A r and to each morphism f:  A -+ TB in C a new morphism f~: 
A r -+ B r . These new objects and morphisms constitute a category Cr when the composite 
o f f  ~ with g~: B r --~ C r is defined by 
g~ o f Z = (tzC . Tg " f)'J. 
The identity for this composition is ('qA)A: A r --> Ar  = 1A r 9 Moreover, functors 
Fr: C --> Cr  and Ur: CT --" C are defined as 
so that 
Fr: (k: A --~ B) -+ ((z)B .k)~: AT --~ Br), 
Ur: (f~: Ar  --; Br) --~ (l~B " Tf: TA  ~ TB) 
UrA r = TA 
on objects. Then the bijection f ' J -~  f gives the adjunction 
FT 
C 7-----~ Cr 
u~- 
which defines in C precisely the given monad ( T, ~7, tz) 9 
For the proof of the above theorem see Kleisli [13]. CT is called the Kleisli category 
for the monad (T, 7,/z). 
Dually to (2.44) we can prove that the axioms for inverse state transformations 
are precisely the ones for the lifting of the state functor to the Kleisli categories 
of T and :~. The Kleisli category for a monad is a full subcategory of the category 
of T-algebras, consisting of free algebras only (cf. [14, p. 143]), which shows that 
direct state transformations allow a stronger lifting property than inverse trans- 
formations. 
THEOREM (3.30). There exists a bijective correspondence between inverse state 
transformations q: QT-~ ~Q and llftings Q from the diagram below: 
O 
Cr ) Cr 
o T 
C ,C  
(3.31) 
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Proof. Suppose (3.31) is true. This implies that ~ is defined on objects as ~)-//T ---- 
(QA)~. Define fA:  QTA ~ TQA as 
(QTA ~A , ~QA)  ~ = (QTA)~ ~A~,  (QA)~ = 9(TA)~ ,Av ,  QA~ = 01~a 
Here fv -+f  denotes the bijection defined by the adjunction 
FT 
c - - - - -~  c~ 
UT 
and f`a- -+f  is the bijection determined by the adjunction 
Fr 
C ~ ~Cr .  
UT 
We'll prove that f defined this way is an inverse state transformation. First we show 
that for every f: A ~ TB, 
Qf  ` a -~ (~B . Qf)V. 
According to (3.29) and (3.31) we have 
O.f`a = 0(1 ,-B ' l)`a = 9 /~B . ,~ TB . f)`a = 00 ,B  " 1~,  . ,~TB . f)`a 
= Q(~B.  T l r . .~TB . f )~ ---- 0(1r of 'a) = ~)l#.o ~)fz 
= (~B) v o (~IQTB. Qf)V = (SQB.  TeB"  ~qQTB. Qf)V 
= (~QB" ~ITQB. ~B" Qf)V = ( fB"  Qf)V. 
is natural, since for g: A --+ B we have 
(+B " QTg) ~ = Q( Tg) "~ = O(~B " T~B " Tg " l rA)`a = O(t'B " T(,TB " g) " l r~,) ~ 
= 0((,TB" g)~o lr~A) = Q(,TB" g)`ao Q1 ~A = (~QB'  Qg)V o ~A v 
-~ (fiQB" T(~IQB "Qg)" ~A) v ----- (~QB" T~QB" TQg" ~A) v 
= (~Qg.  fA) v, 
which implies $-B 9 QTg = TQg 9 ~A (i.e., ~ is natural) since the passage fv  -__~f 
is a bijeetion. 
As for the axioms (3.21) we have (~A "QTIA)V-~ O.('qA)`a = (~/QA)V since Q, 
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being a functor, preserves the identity for the composition. Therefore eA 9 Q~A 
~QA. Furthermore, 
( ,n .  Qvn)  v = Q(~A/  = Q(vA" l r ra"  l rra) a -Q(~A"  T l ra"  l rrA) ~ 
= Q(lr~A o lr~ra) ---- Q1 r~a o Qlr~ra = (eA) v o (eTA) v 
= (7,9A" TeA.  eTA)  v 
which implies eA 9 QI~A = f~OA 9 TeA 9 eTA.  
Conversely, given e satisfying (3.21) define ~) on objects as QAT ---- (QA) T and 
on morphisms Q(A --*-f TB)  a = (eB 9 Qf)v. We prove that ~) defined this way is a 
functor, whereas (3.31) will commute. ~) preserves the unity for the composition 
since ~)(~A) a = (eA " Q*/A) v = (~OA)v. It also preserves the composition, since for 
f :  A --~ TB  and g: B --~ TC  
Q(g~ o f~) = Q(IzC " Tg " f )~  = (eC "O(lzC " Tg .f))v = (eC "QI~C "QTg .Qf)V 
-~ ([,QC . Tr . eTC .QTg  . Qf)V = (~QC . TeC . TQg . eB  . Qf)V 
= (f~QC" T (eC  .Qg) .  r Qf )V  = (ec .  Qg)Vo (eB .  Qf)V _~ Og,~o Qf.~. 
It is easy to see that the above two passages are inverse to each other. Indeed, 
given e: QT ~ TQ, we define Q(A --+'~ TB)  "a = (eB " Qf)V.  For this Q we define the 
inverse transformation/5 via (tSA)V = ~)I#A = (eA 9 Q1ra) v ---- (eA 9 1 ora) v = (cA) v, 
so it is the original one. Conversely, given Q, we define e as (eA)v = ~)lr~A. For 
this eA define the lifting ~)' of Q as Q'(A ___~I TB)  A = (eB 9 Qf)'~. But we already 
showed that (vB" Qf)V ~_ ~)f~, therefore Q' --  (Q. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. The above proof is a generalization of a similar theorem in [15] and [4]. 
In  [4] the Kleisli category plays a role of a "nondeterministic category." For example, 
the power set functor is a part of a monad in Set. The Kleisli category for that monad 
is precisely the category Rel of sets and relations. 
I f  in the definition of an inverse state transformation of the form QT- :+ TQ we 
replace the state functor with the input process X and T with a "nondeterministic 
functor" (like the power set functor) we get a distributive law XT-2+ TX of the 
input process X over the nondeterministic functor T. A distributive law XT--:+ TX  
determines a lifting X: CT ~ Cr  of the input process to the nondeterministic 
(Kleisli) category (cf. (3.30)). This has a number of important consequences, one 
of them being that nondeterministic dynamics and nondeterministic dynamorphism 
can be defined in the same way as the deterministic ones with objects and morphisms 
of CT replacing objects and morphisms of C and X replacing X. 
I f  the distributive law XT- :+ TX  is extended to X@T ~,- TX@ it becomes one 
part of Beck's distributive law (cf. [7]). 
We conclude this section with some comments about the Kleisli category in (3.29) 
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and the previous tudies (cL [21]) in establishing an algebraic theory of syntax directed 
translations. 
Consider functions of the form ~: A --~ Tz ,s .  These functions are called assign- 
ments of trees to variables in A [21]. Given two such functions ~: A -+ Tr. s and 
/3: B -~ Tz ,c ,  we can compose them in a natural way in a function A -~ T~.B by 
substituting in ~(a) ----t e T~:,a , trees in Tr. c for variables in t according to the 
mapping specified by ft, Denote this new composition fl o ~ and call this operation o 
substitution. 
It is a well-known result (cf. [21, p. 349]) that the operation of substitution is 
associative, i.e., given ~: A -~ Tr . s ,  fl: B -~  Tr. c and ~: C -+ Tr.D we have 
o (fl o ~) = (y  o ~) o ~. 
This result is perfectly obvious, but in [21] it is proved by careful induction on trees. 
There exists a distinguished assignment vA: A--~ Tr .a,  one for each set A of 
variables, sending each variable a ~ A to the one node tree, denote it with (a). This 
assignment is clearly the unity for the substitution operation o. 
Finally, denote TA ~ Tr .A,  and we have defined the substitution category, having 
as objects sets A, B,..., (of variables) and as morphisms assignments ~: A --~ TB,  
with the operation of composition o and the unity for composition 7/. An ordinary 
function f :  A -*  B becomes a substitution ~B .f :  A -~ TB.  Given f :  A -+ B and 
g: B --~ TC  we clearly have 
g o ( , ;B  . f )  = g . f ,  
where - stands for ordinary composition of functions. 
The substitution category is nothing else but the Kleisli category in (3.29) for 
the tree monad. As the reader might suspect, rather than starting from a monad 
and then constructing the Kleisli category for it, we cart go the other way around. 
With the results about assignment and tree substitution operation listed above we 
can establish the fact that TA -~ Tz,n is indeed a functor, that ~7 is a natural trans- 
formation and that (T, ~,/~) with/~ being defined for each A as 
/~A ~ l ra~ lrrA 
is a monad. We do not give the proofs here but the interested reader is referred 
to [16]. The monad established this way is exactly the tree monad discussed before. 
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